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A few disclaimers and a
few things about me …
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• I am still learning to be a leader.
• I don’t always do it right.
• I still have ‘stuff’ that impacts my
perceptions of myself and my abilities.
– BUT, I’m working on it. J
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Introductions &
Early Messages About
Gender
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What were some of the
first messages you
received about being a
girl? When did you first
realize that you were a
girl?
#2016WIL

• Appearance
• Relationships
• Leadership
• Strength
• Careers
• Family Roles

What are the messages
that girls today get about
being a girl?
#2016WIL
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Messages Girls receive
Self-concept & decision-making
Relationships

academics

careers

leadership
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What are the big things
going on for girls your
age?
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• Weight/Body Image
• Friendships/Girl Drama
• Pressure
• Self-Esteem/Confidence
#2016WIL

A woman’s appearance,
clothing and weight are
rated significantly more
harshly than a man’s
appearance.
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When does this begin?
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Friendships
&
Drama
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How about women’s
relationships with one
another?
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Women who are
hostile to other women
have lower levels of
self-esteem and
self-efficacy.
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Pressure
&
Confidence
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• There are many problems that girls my age face, the most
common one for me is thinking I'm not good enough. I aspire
to be my best, and sometimes I feel like it's not enough. I
typically have these feelings when it comes to my grades and
education. I know that I am intelligent, and I do always get A's,
but I am a very competitive person when it comes to my
education, and I know that in order to be what I want to
become I must be the best of the best, and that's a lot easier
said then done. Although this is how I feel, the majority of girls
my age don't really feel this way about grades, but its still the
same idea, not feeling good enough. Most women have a
problem with that, they feel pressure to be perfect, and that's
a hard thing to do, not to mention the mental toll it takes when
you are always trying to be the best, believe me, I know. But,
in the end, the only person who can truly make a girl confident
is herself. --- 8th grade girl
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When does this begin?
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Impact of Confidence on
Career Development for
Women & Girls
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What can we actually
change as adults?
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“To the extent that it is more interesting to
be female than male, why would we have to
repress rather than be ourselves with
strength and worthiness? I’ve always said
that we should not try to imitate the boys in
everything they do.”
- Christine Lagarde,
International Monetary Fund
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Girls Without Limits: Helping
Girls Achieve Healthy
Relationships, Academic
Success and Interpersonal
Strength

Learn more at
www.corwin.com
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